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refreshing AN ARTS-AND-CRAFTS-STYLE HOUSE
GETS A FRESH-FACED UPDATE.
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Washington, DC-area designer Suzanne Manlove of Arlington Home Interiors
had previously worked for an active family who purchased an Arts-and-Crafts-
style home in Arlington, Virginia, last spring.

“They’ve got two young children and trusted me to start the design process
over the summer while they were traveling,” Suzanne says.

The home’s main level has an open floor plan with distinct quadrants con-
taining both living and dining areas, a den and kitchen, all connected to each
other. Despite this welcome openness, the spaces felt gloomy and cramped
with heavy wood furnishings and dark paint and wallpaper. The color scheme
also felt dated with its forest greens, deep reds and muddy mustards.

“The house really embraced that traditional Arts and Crafts style,” Suzanne
says. “My aim was to keep those bones intact while lightening things up and
making the rooms more contemporary. I wanted to give my clients user-friend-
ly spaces suited to their lifestyle.”

There are advantages to repeat business.
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Simple Roman blinds filter pretty light into the den,

grounded by a Lee Industries sectional set in front

of a TV. Practical storage sits beneath the coffee

table in deep baskets, while dashes of yellow

liven up the room.
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Fortunately, most of the modifications were cosmetic. The kitchen,
previously painted green, was brightened not just with fresh wall paint
but also with the addition of a luminescent glass-tile backsplash. Most
of the home’s light fixtures were updated in contemporary styles that
still respected the architecture.

“I worked in a palette of neutral taupes and grays for carpeting, paint
and wallpaper, as well as for furniture,” Suzanne says. 

The wood flooring throughout was refinished with a stain that read
less orange-red, more mocha-brown to better complement the new 
neutrals, and all the trim was refreshed in a crisp white. 

“I also use lots of different wood finishes that complement each other.
I wanted nothing to be the same—or cut from the same cloth,” Suzanne
says of creating visual interest in a largely neutral space. Other than the
master bedroom, which is painted cozy purple, the rooms were given
light-hued backdrops for the soon-to-be-purchased furniture.

Most of the seating is upholstered, with plenty of textural contrast.
For example, the den’s plush velvet sectional is paired with a tufted
linen coffee table. 

“ALL THE NEW 
FURNISHINGS—

CLEAN-LINED 
TRANSITIONAL
PIECES—TELL A

STORY OF NEUTRALS
AND BRING IN

LIGHTNESS. I HAD
TO FIND THINGS

THAT WORKED
TOGETHER, BUT 

DIDN’T MATCH; I
THINK THAT CREATES
A MORE COLLECTED
LOOK. BECAUSE OF

THE OPEN FLOOR
PLAN, EVERYTHING

ALSO HAD TO BLEND
SEAMLESSLY. 

I COULDN’T AFFORD
STOPS AND STARTS.”

The French farm-style dining room table sits

beneath the original-to-the-home Arts-and-

Crafts-style light fixture. Contemporary leaf-

patterned wallpaper by Thibaut adds

spatial definition to the dining room on the

open floor plan. 
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“All the new furnishings—clean-lined transitional pieces—tell a
story of neutrals and bring in lightness," Suzanne says. "I had to
find things that worked together but didn’t match; I think that 
creates a more collected look. Because of the open floor plan,
everything also had to blend seamlessly. I couldn’t afford stops
and starts.” 

In the living area, a pair of cheetah-print, barrel-back chairs
have smoky-gray wood surrounds, while one of the side tables
has a dramatic burled wood base and the rustic secretary has
unfinished wood marquetry. Suzanne achieves a similar level of
eclectic diversity by mixing in metals, including a dramatic brass
wall sculpture in the den.

“Pops of color enliven the neutral rooms as well," she says. "The
living room has more teal and coral, while the family room 
incorporates some gold.”

Needless to say, the family, who loved the house before, now
loves it even more since Suzanne has remade it in what she 
intimately knew to be their personal style.

The countertops and cabinets are original to the home. The

Visual Comfort pendants, glass-tile backsplash and Crate &

Barrel leather bar chairs add a modern twist.
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POPPING
NEUTRAL
ROOMS 
WITH COLOR

1. PICK ONE OR TWO COMPLEMENTARY COLORS to use as
accents in a given room. 

2. COLORS CAN BE CHOSEN from existing artwork, a carpet or even
a favorite decorative piece, such as a vase or tray. 

3. A GIVEN COLOR does not have to be an exact match throughout
a room. For example, different hues of blue will work well together in
accents. 

4. USE ACCENT COLORS to connect different rooms, especially in
an open floor plan. Repeating them will create continuity and 
harmony with no jarring transitions. 

5. WHEN REPEATING COLORS in separate rooms, you can go 
bolder in one room with one color and minimal with the same color
in another. That way each space has its own color story, while tying in
with the rest of the home. 

6. PILLOWS are a great way to bring in easy color, less risky than
upholstering a piece of furniture. 

7. THROWS are an instant pop. Also try vases or trays in color, or use
boxes, which add hidden storage. 

8. FOR A LARGER PIECE, a ceramic stool in color can be a nice
break from neutrals. 

9. ALWAYS USE ART to add color to the walls.

NINE TIPS TO MAKE YOUR ROOMS COME ALIVE.

OPPOSITE | A Kravet headboard in cream, with nail-head trim, stands out against

the bedroom’s purple walls. The nightstands, again with double tiers for spare

storage, are by Brownstone. Suzanne imported this bedroom design from the

homeowner’s prior home because they loved it and its color so much.

For more information on Suzanne Manlove, visit arlingtonhomeinteriors.com. 


